Readers aware of both Henry VIII'* -doctrinal conservatism, despite his break with Rome, as well as his sporadic attempts to control the spread of Protestant tracts in England (see, for example, the early chapters in Dickens) l will not be surprised that both editions of a controversial Protestant/Lollard book entitled A proper dyaloge betwene a gentillman and an husbandman., published in 1529-30 (STC 1462.3) and 1530 (STC 1462.5),2 should have been printed and circulated without any indication of author. Very briefly, A proper dyaloge sets out to demonstrate essentially two claims about the traditional church: the first -found in both editions -is that clerical greed, manifested in the take-over of lands formerly and rightly belonging to the laity, is gradually impoverishing the citizenry and ruining the country. The second -found only in the second edition -is that the church has no business preventing sincere Christians from having and reading the Bible in the vernacular. The first of these two concerns is articulated in the tract initially by two speakers, a gentleman and a husbandman, who express their own personal and economic distress in dialogue form; each shows how the appropriation of lands and farms by the clergy is ruining his life. Their complaints are given a historical pedigree through the addition to this dialogue of a fourteenth-century Lollard prose tract which cites the Bible and other authorities to demonstrate that the 1 A.G. Dickens, The English Reformation, second edition (London: B.T. Batsford, 1989) . 2 STC=A short-title catalogue of books printed in England, Scotland, and Ireland . 1475 -1640 , eds A.W. Pollard and G.R. Redgrave (London, 1926 ; second edition eds W.A. Jackson and F.S. Ferguson; completed by Katharine F. Pantzer, 3 vols (London: Bibliographical Society, 1976-91) . The first edition of A proper dyaloge has neither colophon nor date of publication. It is my best guess, based upon one piece of internal evidence, that this edition was published either in late 1529 or early 1530. On signature A8v both speakers refer to the so-called Reformation Parliament whose first meeting was held on 3 November 1529 (S.E. Lehmberg, The Reformation Parliament 1529 -1536 (Cambridge: University Press, 1970 . Neither speaker seems aware of the outcome of this session, and one of them even feels that nothing good will come of it. Their various speculations suggest that this first session of Parliament could not have been sitting for very long when this work was published.
clergy has no right to lands designed by God for the laity alone.3 Thus ends the first edition of A proper dyaloge. However, the second edition, published, like the first, in Antwerp by Hans Luft, reprints the contents of the first edition but adds to it an important tract, possibly Lollard inspired, on the history of the Bible in the vernacular and the importance of allowing Christians the opportunity to read the Bible in their own language,4 a proposition not welcomed by the traditional church as evidenced in the public burning of Tyndale's English New Testament in 1526 under orders from Cuthbert Tunstal, bishop of London. 5 These two editions of/4 proper dyaloge, one-made up of a dialogue and one Lollard prose tract, and the second comprised of the first's contents plus a second prose tract on the value of a vernacular scripture, were both in the public domain by 1530 and no doubt smuggled into England for popular consumption amongst those with reformist tendencies. 6 Based on what we know about its reception, it is evident that A proper dyaloge was seen by the traditional church and the authorities as a subversive and dangerous document worthy of suppression. 12 Foxe, V, 38. 13 Rupp states that Bayfield was 'one of the most active agents of the society' called the Christian Brethren. As regards this organization he adds that 'It subsidized scholars, ordered the translation and arranged the printing, transportation and sale of forbidden books and employed agents in an adventurous traffic which passed to and from the Rhine and the ports of the Low Countries to the ports of London, Lynn and Bristol, and from there to the Universities and to certain large religious houses like Reading and Bury St Edmunds' (198) . It was this organization which doubtless was responsible for getting A proper dyaloge into England. The fact that Bayfield admitted that he had read it suggests that he knew it well and may have been the one involved in smuggling it into England. response to a question about which heretical books he might have read, Bayfield 'confessed that he had read "The Obedience of a Christian Man" and the "Sum of Scripture" among company, and also, "The Dialogue betwixt the Ploughman and the Gentleman", among company, as he thought...'. 14 And finally, in a list of books prohibited in 1542, drawn from Bishop Bonner's Register, we once again see the book entitled 'The ABC agaynst the Clergy'. 15
Much like another reformist dialogue published in 1528 and called variously The burying of the mass and Rede me and be noli zurothe, this tract seems to have had some difficulty over the years establishing a firm identity based upon a fixed title. 16 And occasionally the criticism of our own day has not made the issue of the title any less complex. Commenting on books smuggled into England from abroad during the 1520s, the editor of Volume 9 of The complete works of St Thomas More lists the following tides which he attributes to Jerome Barlowe: a 'Proper Dialogue between a Gentleman and a Husbandman and the ABC to the Spirituality in two editions' (xxix). Not only does this statement falsely lead one to conclude that the one work with two titles is two separate works, but it also suggests that the latter of these two works (which, in fact, is the same as the former but with a different title) was issued in two editions and that the former was not. 17 Clebsch also manages to confuse matters. At one point he refers to A proper dyaloge betwene a gentillman and an husbandman as a work attributed to either Roye or Barlowe (236-8); but later in discussing the battle against Protestant books waged by the church, he refers quite specifically to Roye's Dialogue of the Gentleman and Ploughman (265) without stating that the two are in fact the same work.
Throughout the course of this essay, I will call the text under discussion A proper dyaloge betwene a. gentillman and an husbandman -regularly shortened to A proper dyaloge -since the ABC tides found in contemporary records -'ABC against the Clergy' or 'A.B.C. to the spiritulate' or 'ABC of the Prelacy' or simply 'ABC' -refer, in fact, to only the three stanza poem at the beginning of the »4 Foxe, IV, 683. 15 Foxe, V, Appendix X. 16 Rupp had no patience with those who refer to The burying of the mass under its other title: 'it is high time this title "Rede me and be nott wrothe" went the way of Senlac Hill and other misnomers . . .' (55). In the revised first edition of The English Reformation, A.G. Dickens refers to those who use the tide 'Rede me and be not [sic] wrothe' as 'misguided* (469). However, in the second edition he seems to have had a change of heart and omits the word 'misguided' (404). I chose the title Rede me and be nott wrothe for my critical edition and gave reasons for doing so (4-5).
17 It may be that the editor who made this mistake is less culpable than at first appean since in Bishop Stokesly's sermon preached at Paul's Cross in 1531 at which the bishop named thirty heretical books, two works, Dialogue of the Gentleman and Plowman and 'A.B.C. against the Clergy' are mentioned as if they are two separate works (cited in Clebsch, 266-7). work in the printed text, and since the other contemporary title, Dialogue of the gentleman and ploughman, has no textual justification at all, apart from the fact that the term 'ploughman' was probably synonymous with the word 'husbandman'. Although the title A proper dyaloge does not capture the essence of the entire tract, since in its final version it is an amalgam of three separate documents and not simply a dialogue, it does, nevertheless, better serve our purposes than any of the ABC references because it both contains the latter, and also appears in large black-letter type on the title page of both the 1529-30 and 1530 editions.
As Even though we cannot be entirely certain what part Barlowe and Roye may have played in the production of Rede me and be nott wrothe -indeed, some critics maintain that Roye had the idea and that Barlowe was responsible for the execution, whereas others claim that Roye had no part at all in the authorship and that it was Barlowe's work totally -it is my view that both men to some degree were involved in it and that Rede me was, finally, a work of joint authorship. 24 1 also believe that both men-probably were involved in the composition of the two editions of A proper dyaloge, although the exact degree of involvement is impossible to determine. Certainly Barlowe's participation is definite and without question; in his [and] 'a Dyaloge betwene the Gentyllman and Husbandman', this latter doubtless being A proper dyaloge.25 Clebsch also mentions that Rupp attributes both Rede me and A proper dyaloge to Barlowe alone, but he himself seems less certain and adds that Rupp 'exhibited a marked animus against Roy'. 26 Hume feels that A proper dyaloge is Barlowe's work although she is less assertive than Rupp,27 and Aston, muddying the already murky water, adds that the dyaloge 'was by Jerome Barlowe working for William Roye'. 28 In light of these conflicting opinions Clebsch is doubtless correct when he states that 'The association of Roy and Barlowe seems impervious to all attempts at disentanglement'-29 The perceptive reader has perhaps noticed that critics seem unable to agree even on the spelling of the two putative authors' family names. Some leave both without a terminal 'e'; others give both the final 'e'; while some reserve it for one (but not necessarily the same one) and not the other.
Near the conclusion of the prefatory letter to Rede me and be nott wrothe, the correspondent, writing from the continent to his colleague in England, assures him 'that the fyre which Christ cam to kyndle on erth, cannott butt burne'. 30 However, to insure that this fire will not go out, he encourages his friend to send him any 'smale stickes [that] come vnto youre hondes, which ye shall iudge apte vnto the augmentacion of this fyre...yf in englonde they maye not be publisshed . . .'. 31 The correspondent wants these 'smale stickes' so that he might arrange for their publication on the more reformist continent and have them smuggled into England for the greater edification of the population. It is altogether possible that Barlowe and Roye in 1528, the date when Rede me and be nott wrothe was There are some striking similarities between portions of A proper dyaloge and Rede me and be nott wrothe which suggest that either the authors of both works are the same or that someone very familiar with the latter work used it to write the dialogue section of the former. Both works open with three rime royal stanzas directed against offending clergy. Rede me's attack against Cardinal Wolsey is made through an exegesis of the cardinal's escutcheon, appropriately modified to emphasize Wolsey's cruelty; A proper dyaloge^ is a direct attack against the church hierarchy in general. On Rede Me's title page the authors claim that 'With confusion [Wolsey] shalt have a fall' (6) and in the first stanza of A proper dyaloge's three-stanza attack, the authors predict that the clergy 'Dangerously [be] lyke to haue a fall' (Air). The authors of both works must have known that their predictions were rather timid prognostications, since Wolsey's fall occurred in 1529 and was imminent in 1528 when Rede me appeared, and since by 1529-30, the dates of the appearance of both editions of A proper dyaloge, the clergy was fighting a rear-guard action against a plethora of reformist writings generated by English reformers and published on the continent.
Following the prefatory letter and the thirteen-stanza rime royal dialogue between 'Author' and 'Treatous' in Rede Me in which the treatise complains that it will not be believed when it brings its 32 Rupp, 9. 33 Rupp, 59.
various charges against the traditional church, is another rime royal segment in which a priest laments the death of the mass because of the consequent lose of privileges traditionally associated with it. The corresponding sections in A proper dyaloge are found immediately after the three-stanza acrostic directed against the clergy. In the first ten-stanza rime royal segment, the authors direct the 'Christen reder' not to judge hastily or rashly what they say or to dismiss it as untrue. In the last stanza in this section they reiterate their concern that they will be misunderstood when they bring charges against the clergy and once again exhort the reader to have 'pacience'(A2v). This segment is not unlike that part of Rede me where the treatise fears being misunderstood and, consequently, written off by readers for the claims it makes against the clergy. Additionally the parallel is strengthened since both works bring each of the stanzas in this section to a conclusion with a refrain.
Rede me's rime royal lamentation finds a parallel in A proper dyaloge's rime royal stanzas of complaint put into the mouth of the gentleman, one of the two principals in the dialogue. Although the priest's lament in Rede me is ironic-we are to rejoice at the losses he incurs because of the death of the mass -and the gentleman's is meant to be seen as legitimate and truly regrettable, both sections in each work lament major losses resulting in a substantial reduction in the standard of living of both complainants. And again the parallel between the two works is strengthened in this section because, as earlier, each stanza concludes with a refrain.
It would be stacking the cards in favour of my argument, namely, that the authors of Rede me were also responsible for A proper dyaloge, to list thematic parallels between the two works since most of the reformist literature of the period focuses on a limited number of themes which are repeated time and again in all of these proto-Protestant, pro-Lutheran, Lollard inspired texts. More convincing, in my view, are the shared verse forms and linguistic echoes which carry the common themes in both texts. The authors of A proper dyaloge are as adept at doggerel as those of Rede me. Once the preliminary material in both works is completed and the dialogue itself begins, rime royal in both works gives way to a new verse form that is used to convey the conversation and points of view of each of their two speakers. Both Rede me and A proper dyaloge work in six line units rhyming aab ccb. The pattern is so strictly adhered to that even when rhyming units are divided between the two speakers in each work, the rhyme scheme is never violated.
There are also striking linguistic parallels betwen the two works. In the opening three-stanza segment of A proper dyaloge we hear the authors complain about the clergy 'Sekynge the lust / of [their] godde / the belly' (Air), a phrase reminiscent of Rede me's similar attack on clerical greed expressed in the phrase 'their god which is their belly 1 (3665). In a section of the tract where the husbandman is exposing how the clergy forces men of his occupation into poverty, he states: 'We tourmoyle oure selfes nyght and daye / And are fayne to dryncke whygge and whaye / For to maynteyne the clargyes facciones' (A6r). In Rede me leffrave, one of the speakers, complains in a similar vein about the harm the clergy does to farmers: 'Pover cilly shepperdes they gett, / Whome into their fearmes they sett, / Lyvynge on mylke, whyg, and whey ' (2812-14 A few lines later we read:
And even as they do by farmage, Brynge the londe into a rearage, Contempnynge the state temporall And finally, in the brief poetic introduction to the second tract published as part of the second edition of A proper dyaloge, the comment made by the treatise -'Enemyes I shall haue / many a shoren crowne With forked cappes and gaye croosys of golde-'(CSr) finds an echo in Rede me's comment on its enemies addressed as follows in these metonymic lines: 'Com hither monkes: with brode shaven crounes' (134) and 'A due forked mitres and crosses of golde' (164). Even though common themes are off limits for the purposes of this comparison for reasons given above, the articulation of these themes through similar examples in both works is striking and worthy of note. Both works, for example, mention that the clergy refuse to come to the support of their king or prince in times of need by citing their spiritual duties as an excuse (Rede me 2488-93; A proper dyaloge A7r); both criticize the fact that clerics refuse to perform manual labour (Rede me 1621-35; A proper dyaloge A7v); both refer to Cuthbert Tunstal's burning of Tyndale's New Testament in 1526 (Rede me 702-20; A proper dyaloge B2r); and both stress throughout the economic hardship under which the country labours as a result of the selfish actions of all levels of the spiritual hierarchy. Both works as well tinker or play with historical events in order to depict the traditional church in the worst light possible. In doing this, they subscribe to what Aston calls the 'Tudor propensity to make history a moral hunting ground '. 34 Finally, the relationship between the speakers in both dialogues is not dissimilar. In both, speakers take turns disabusing their interlocutors of misguided opinions or informing them of facts of which they seem to be ignorant. Such devices vivify the dialogue and sustain the sense of dramatic action. In Rede me and be nott wrothe for example, leffraye and Watkyn, the tract's two major characters, each possesses areas of knowledge unknown to the other. Watkyn's expertise is in religious events that have occurred on the continent; leffraye's on the state of England under an oppressive and corrupt church. In A proper dyaloge both the gentleman and the husbandman know what effects the traditional church and clerical greed have on their lives, and the gentleman seeks to justify his class's apparent hard-heartedness towards husbandman by pointing out that gentleman have been forced to behave as they do because of the clergy. The husbandman sees his state as worse than the gentleman's and the dialogue's dynamic is in part sustained as each makes clear his plight to the other. The fact that two extremes of the social hierarchy -gentlemen and husbandmen -share a common plight, shows that the authors, Barlowe and Roye, here and in Rede me and be nott wrothe, are convinced that the pernicious practices of the clergy run the entire social gamut and deleteriously affect its members spiritually, economically, and socially.
Naturally there are major differences between the two tracts. Rede me., in one sense at least, is a more original tract and does not call upon outside assistance, as A proper dyaloge does when it invokes tracts from another era to support its claims. Most significantly, I think, Rede me is, in the strict sense of the term, a more heretical tract than A proper dyaloge. It does not shrink from attacking church doctrine: it not only excoriates the clergy, but also the mass, auricular confession, the veneration of the saints, pilgrimages, and the doctrine of purgatory, to name a few. On the other hand, A proper dyaloge, in its dialogue sections at least, is eager to emphasize the economic hardship brought on by the greed of the clergy as it obtains, one way or another, on an increasing number of temporal possessions which belong properly in the hands of the secular order. Church doctrine, as, for instance, that of purgatory, comes under fire only insofar as it contributes to the proliferation of this abuse. To this extent at least, A proper dyaloge is a far more focused text than Rede me, but for this very reason, perhaps, a far less interesting one as well, since if fails to give a broad, if distorted, picture of pressing reformist concerns.
Based upon this analysis of similarities between the dialogue section of A proper dyaloge and Rede me and be nott wrothe, an extended dialogue of some 3,500 lines, I think it is clear that the two works were the brain-children of the same authors, Jerome Barlowe and William Rove. My hunch is that the authors, keen on disseminating pro-Lutheran-Lollard tracts, worked to ensure that such works reached the general public with dispatch. Exiled on the relatively safe continent (although both Roye and Tyndale would die as Protestant martyrs there in the 1530s), they would have been aware of the growing importance of Protestant literature in England and the church's struggles to suppress it. By 1526 Tyndale's New Testament had been printed and summarily condemned and burnt, and by the time A proper dyaloge appeared, Tyndale's influential The parable of the wicked mammon and The obedience of a Christian man had also been published. By this time as well Roye had written his Brefe dialoge bitwene a Christian father and his stobborne sonne to say nothing of the work for which both he and Barlowe are best remembered, Rede me and be nott wrothe. But perhaps what served as their strongest motivation for issuing the hybrid A proper dyaloge was the appearance of Simon Fish's notorious but influential pamphlet A supplicacyon for the beggers35 printed by Johannes Grapheus of Antwerp early in 1529. The importance and popularity of this work was out of all proportion to its size. Fish's scurrilous attack on clerical possessions and greed and the sacrosanct doctrine of purgatory gave rise to Thomas More's prolix response, The supplycacyon of soulys in 1529. 36 A proper dyaloge which, in my view, relies upon Fish's tract as a partial source and puts Fish's complaints against the church in dialogue form, was probably conceived as early as 1528, when Rede me and be nott wrothe was being written, and quickly put together late in 1529 by Barlowe and Roye to capitalize on the popularity of Fish's supplicacyon and to give its complaints, through the inclusion of a vintage Lollard document which expresses the same concerns, a legitimate historical pedigree. 37 Doubtless the authors would not have been shy to borrow from Fish but also from their own earlier work, especially Rede me, to get their reformist opinions into the public domain as quickly as possible. This as much as anything, I feel, explains the various echoes of Rede me and be nott wrothe in A proper dyaloge and supports my view that the authors of the former also wrote the latter.
